WHAT IS SURGE SCHOOL?
Surge School is a 9-month intensive discipleship program used to equip followers of Jesus for their churches,
workplaces, and all areas of their city. Over 1000 leaders in Arizona have graduated from Surge School and now
several other cities across our nation have joined in.

CONTENT OVERVIEW
Jesus is the center of the story. In terms of the Gospel message, He is the hero. In terms of world history, he is the
center point. In terms of the redemptive plan of God, Christ is the means by which redemption occurs. As we
examine the Gospel and appropriate it to our lives, it is important that we have a robust understanding not only of
the message of the Gospel, but also of the power of the Gospel in our lives. Surge School is a tool to give you a
biblical lense to see everything in the context of the greater work that God is doing in creation and also the
speci c work God is doing in you to be a blessing to your world.
The curriculum for Surge is based on a four-quarter system, in which the content of each quarter builds on the
previous.
Q1 GOSPEL STORY What is the story the Bible tells to which we are invited to play our role?
Q2 GOSPEL FORMATION How can spiritual disciplines be tools of grace that form us in
the gospel rather than allowing ourselves to be formed by the counterfeit stories of our day?
Q2 MISSIONAL CHURCH What is the mission of God and what work does the church have to do?
Q2 MISSIONAL VOCATION How do I love God and love my neighbor through my work?

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
Surge school consists of three unique learning environments that together create an Information-ActionRe ection pedagogy. This wholistic model done over an academic year creates a slow drip for deep formation.
1. Individual Study. Every participant is responsible to read the material in the books and reader.
2. Weekly Surge Table Meeting. This is the primary learning environment for Surge. It is a weekly
meeting where participants discuss the reading and bring out the implications for life and leadership.
Participants are challenged by their table leader and others at their table to live out the implications of
the gospel.
3. Intensives. Four times throughout the year, all Surge students gather in one place to pray together
and learn from rst-rate scholars and front-line church leaders.

CORE DISTINCTIVES
Theological Vision of Leadership. While the Surge school is not linked with any one denomination or theological
school, we are grounded in a robust theological vision. Surge has been in uenced by and is in some ways a
collaboration of the thought of Mike Goheen, Chris Wright, Amy Sherman, Steven Garber, and Tim Keller.
Local Church Based. Surge is not a para-church ministry. We do not train leaders for churches. Surge is simply a
structure utilized by local church pastors and leaders to work together to equip their churches. In order for Surge
to start in a new church, a senior leader must rst go through a Surge Turbo Table.
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Holistic Education. Surge is not simply the acquisition of information. It is not less than that, but more. Surge
contains three speci c learning environments in which each student must participate. Together these
environments provide a context for all-of-life discipleship.

Interested in starting a Surge table in your church?
Join a Surge Turbo Table. Because Surge is so much more than simply a curriculum to send you, we have found
the best way to help leaders in new churches launch Surge successfully is for the leaders to have an immersive
taste of Surge. A Turbo Table is eight 90-minute sessions where an experienced Surge Leader takes a group
through an abbreviated Surge Table.. Turbo Tables are designed to give you both the content and ethos of a
Surge Table.
Fill out a quick form to let us know you are interested in more information about a Turbo Table.
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